Philo Department Announces Prize

The annual British Prize in Moral Philosophy will again be awarded to the student who submits the best written discussion or argument on ethics and moral philosophy. This term's theme is the following statement that appeared in a real estate deed:

"... that no part of the premises shall ever be used or occupied by non-Christian except in the capacity of domestic servants of the occupants. The premises may be sold, conveyed, leased, rented or conveyed to any non-persons of the Caucasian race."

Contestants are to submit an argument (in the form of an essay or dialogue) to the Department of Morals. Manuscripts must be postmarked not later than May 1. For further information see Mrs. Paskett, SBA.

Sigma Alpha Selects Mammon, 7 Students

By Shirley Askov

Concluding two weeks of pre-induction activities which included a week of presentations and applicants' interviews, Sigma Alpha elected 7 students and one faculty member to its ranks.

The newly appointed graduate honorary society uses the name "Sigma Alpha" for its student membership. Members are chosen by a national committee of five members that includes the national president, the national vice-president, and three faculty members.

At City College, Sigma Alpha is under the direction of Professor Edward Magnuson, who is also the faculty advisor. The society is open to students in their junior and senior years of study.

The national organization of Sigma Alpha is composed of chapters at various colleges and universities throughout the United States. The chapters are organized into districts, with each district having a president and an executive committee.

The purpose of Sigma Alpha is to recognize and promote scholarly achievement in the field of moral philosophy. The society sponsors a number of activities, including lectures, discussions, and social events.

Hart Committee Ends Knickerbocker Study

By Robert Gordon

The Hart Committee on Unity, headed by Councilman Walter R. Hart, has completed its investigation and is now preparing a charge of anti-Semitism against Professor William L. Knickerbocker and Maxim L. Boggs, who were appointed to the position of joint head of the Department of Moral Philosophy.

The Hart Committee received a report from the New York State Joint Distribution Committee, the UJA representative in this city, which it used as evidence in its investigation.

The investigation was conducted under the direction of Professor Ephraim Cross, and the final report was presented to the Committee on April 1.

The Hart Committee recommended that the Mayor of this city take action against the Knickerbocker-Boggs administration, and the Municipal Committee is scheduled to act early in April.

The annual Brittain Prize in Moral Philosophy will again be awarded to the student who submits the best written discussion or argument on ethics and moral philosophy. This term's theme is the following statement that appeared in a real estate deed:

"... that no part of the premises shall ever be used or occupied by non-Christian except in the capacity of domestic servants of the occupants. The premises may be sold, conveyed, leased, rented or conveyed to any non-persons of the Caucasian race."

Contestants are to submit an argument (in the form of an essay or dialogue) to the Department of Morals. Manuscripts must be postmarked not later than May 1. For further information see Mrs. Paskett, SBA.

Motion Censuring Czechs Tabled

In a hectic session Friday of four hours duration, Student Council dislodged the "Public Affairs Committee, reconstituted," and added four more members, all in an effort to get a more effective student council.

Council also tabled a resolution introduced by representatives of the Soviet Union and the Czechoslovakia, specifically the resolution of academic freedom and peaceful demonstration. The resolution was tabled pending an investigation by the two representatives of the U.S.S.R., the Inter-American Union, and the Inter-American Union of Students who are Prague at the present time.

Schwartz AVC Chairman, Wins Runoff By One Vote

By Bernard Lawrence

Bernie Schwartz defeated Andy Shaffer for the chairmanship of the American Veterans Committee in a closely contested runoff election. The final vote was 27-26, with three abstentions. The three abstentions were cast by members who were not present when the runoff election was held.

The American Veterans Committee is a student organization that was formed in 1945 to provide a forum for the expression of students' views on national and international affairs. The committee is composed of members of the Student Council and other interested students.

UJA Aids War Victims

$8000 Pledged By City College

By Su Diamond

City College is pledged to raise $8000 as its part in the national UJA drive to be launched April 1. This is the first time a goal of this size has been set.

All of UJA's resources have been used to meet this goal, and the UJA drive is expected to surpass all previous efforts. Booklets containing donation blanks will be distributed on the streets, and students will be asked to solicit contributions.

Walter Blaisdell and Glenn Siegel, co-chairmen of the college's UJA drive, will be working on the war's aftermath. Through its Joint Distribution Committee, the UJA sends food, clothing and the much needed assistance that has been requested by the American Red Cross.

Clubs Plans Campaigns

Many organizations have already pledged contributions to the drive. Social Horizons is donating $13, the Alpha fraternity gave $50 in addition to booklist distribution and Student Council has promised to solicit $250. Boosters and ADS have pledged contributions, and the Student Council, as the UJA representative in this school, has promised to donate the entire proceeds from their annual carnival. Lambda Gamma Phi is running a dance on April 10 to raise money for the drive, and the Advertising and Publicity Society has appointed an advertising committee to handle the drive.

The Advertising and Publicity Society has appointed an advertising committee to handle the drive. The committee is composed of members of the Advertising and Publicity Society and the Students' Activities Committee.
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Cafeteria Calamity—It Will Not Improve By Itself

Everyone seems to agree that the cafeteria is filthy, but no one does anything about it. In the past there have been attempts at improvement, but on the whole they failed. The students always went back to their bad manners. Posters were displayed requesting cleanliness, and the janitors were told to keep the place clean, but the result was only temporary. The students return again to their old habits and the cafeteria deteriorates.

In order to improve the situation, a cafeteria committee was formed. The committee was composed of representatives from the Student Council, the Dining Hall Committee, and the School Board. The committee held a series of meetings and discussed various methods of improving the cafeteria. They decided to implement a system of shifts for the workers, with the hope that this would encourage them to work harder.

The success of the plan depends upon the cooperation of both the faculty and the students. The students must be aware of the problem in order to make an effort to improve the situation. The faculty must also be aware of the problem and take action to solve it.

The Student Council Plant Committee is the body which is in charge of overseeing the cafeteria. Any student or faculty member who sees any problems should contact Mike Parker, chairman of that committee.

Out Of Our World

By Sandy Shockey

For years, the City College of the City of New York has had a reputation as a place where students are often in the dark about their academic and extracurricular activities. This year, however, the Student Council has taken matters into its own hands and has made a major effort to provide students with more information about what is happening on campus.

The Student Council has been successful in its efforts. Students now have a better understanding of the activities that are taking place on campus, and are more informed about the issues that affect them. The Student Council's work is an example of how students can take control of their own destinies and make a positive difference on their campus.

Syracuse Speech Preview

For City Comics

Easy worship, dryish clothes, training, and gallons of beer. That's the way to my right. Winiessing when stars are free.

Truman Speech Preview

For City Comics

Larry's yelling through the park. Computer goes to larger format. Larry's car goes to larger format. Through the Leupold is done.
**It's Your Opinion —**

by Martin Frishberg

Two and a half years after the end of World War II, 50% of students polled by The Ticker said that they think the United States will be at war within 25 years even though it is remarkable, only 18% think that the United States will not be at war within the period and 30% checked the box marked "No opinion." These results are similar to those of a poll asking 10,000 school-age al,

SC should take a stand for or against such a program. 16% No opinion.

Let us look at each of these questions in turn. It is interesting to note that two-thirds of those having opinions are in favor of UMT, interesting because the group who brought the issue before Student Council were attempting to get Council to go on record as being unalterably opposed to UMT. Another interesting facet of the UMT questions is revealed when those polled are divided into those who favor and those who do not.

The question whether Student Council should take a stand on UMT divides the student body into almost equal halves. Of those polled, 57% favor the idea of student military training if UMT passed. An almost equally large group are almost as strongly for it as against it. If UMT should pass, 57% being for it as against 43% opposed.

The question whether Student Council could take a stand on a proposal to establish a stand-on-UUMT and that it be for or against UMT. Student Council, recognizing its obligation to suit the student body, is taking a poll this week to guide it in its decision.

Meanwhile, however, The Ticker has taken its own poll on The question. The results are as follows:

Favor 60%  
Against 40%

Do you favor or oppose giving every able-bodied young man some military training?

No opinion 10%

Do you think Student Council should take a stand for or against a program to give some military training to every able-bodied young man?

SC should take a stand 42%  
SC should not take a stand 58%  

1007 A. The Centennial Fund will proceed to note that two-thirds of those interested in UMT, roughly the same proportion, would be interested in UMT.

The newly-formed Credit and Financial Management Committee will meet Thursday at 1 in 712. The committee will be asked to address the group in a 50 effort to further knowledge of credit practices to the club members.

Who Is Guilty... a Man or a Nation?

The answer will SHOCK you!

see THEATRON's production of "ALL MY SONS" The New York Critics Award Play

COMING SOON!

**COLLEGE STEW**

By Faith Foundation

Tchaikovsky at Hillel

With the playing of the Symphony No. 5 by M. H. Goeke, American Association of Advertising Agencies, 450 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Come to the Student Center and be a part of the action.

Intercollegiate Radio Program

Sponsored by Barnes and Noble, the Intercollegiate Radio Guild broadcasts Saturday at 6 a.m., Station WIN.

Made up of college, social and sports news, the program is produced, written and announced completely by students.

Unto Us a Child Is Born

The newly-formed Credit and Financial Management Committee meets Thursday at 1 in 712. The election of officers is planned. Throughout the term, various professional organizations in the field of credit and financial management will be asked to address the group in an effort to further knowledge of credit practices to the club members.

Who Is Guilty... a Man or a Nation?

The answer will SHOCK you!

see THEATRON's production of "ALL MY SONS" The New York Critics Award Play

COMING SOON!

**A LITTLE MINUTE FOR A BIG REST**

Sid and Sam Say:  
When Your Professor Tunes on the Heat Cool Off with - A Tasty Treat at

VARSITY SWEET SHOP  
160 East 23rd Street  
(East of College)

HOM'S GRAMERCY  
CHINESE AND AMERICAN RESTAURANT

SPECIALIZING IN CANTONESE AND MANDARIN DISHES  
LUNCH: 11:30 AM to 2 P.M.  
Served 5 P.M. to 11 P.M.  
A La Carte menu served at all hours

C.P.A. Review Courses

**Problems - Theory - Auditing - Law**  
Registration Now Open

Comprehensive courses covering extensive material in auditing, and a wide range of subjects from auditing and taxation to law, and many years of teaching and university experience—Veterans eligible under C.P.A. Bill of Rights.

C.P.A. Exam Review Courses

Small Classes—enrollment limited

For further information call, phone or write

**BROOKLYN ACADEMY**

Approved by State Dept. of Education

182 Henry St. (near Grand St.)
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201A 486-4367